
 
 

Milan, 15 November 2022 

Post-medical physics graduation/Postdoctoral position in  

Digital Pathology 

 

The Medical Physics Department of the San Raffaele Scientific Institute in Milan are searching for a 

highly motivated graduated in Medical Physics/postdoc for a recently founded project on Digital 

Pathology.  

 

Project overview 

 

Histopathological diagnosis, the grand-truth standard for detecting prostate cancer in biopsies, is time 

consuming and subjected to the pathologist's expertise and interpretation criteria. Digital pathology (DP), 

with the use of whole slide imaging (WSI) may allow the support of computer-aided diagnosis systems   

(CAD) which could increase the level of diagnostic accuracy and turn-around time. However the available 

approved CE-IVD CADs are not completely validated with heterogeneous routine series of digital slides 

(DS) obtained by different institutions. Quality control (QC) processes of DS are usually performed 

manually and consist in the removal of poor quality slides or avoiding the analysis of tissue regions 

containing artifacts. This process is subjective, labor intensive, error prone, and raises concerns from a 

scientific reproducibility standpoint.  

Our project aims to estimate the feasibility of a digital pathology multi-Institution workflow in real life, 

focusing on the diagnosis of prostate biopsies, by evaluating the inter/intra-reader concordance 

with/without CAD support, and to create a Federated-Learning (FL) Quality Assurance platform to 

exchange the inter-center knowledge. This will be addressed using HistoQC, an open source tool that 

employs a combination of image metrics, functionality and supervised classifiers, capable of measuring 

slide quality and identifying the presence of artifacts. Using HistoQC, we will study the impact of DS 

quality on the outcome of the readings made by pathologists and CADs. The quality indicators extracted 

will be also used to train the AI models of the QA platform. DS quality will also be analyzed with radiomic 

techniques (Pathomics). 

 

Key skills and experience of the ideal candidate: 

 

- She/he should be a physicist, preferentially graduated in medical physics or with PhD 

- Experience in image processing and analysis, preferentially with medical images 

- Experience in CADs, AI and with computational skills 

- Willingness to work in a multidisciplinary environment 

- A good knowledge in spoken and written English 

 

For more information please contact: 

Dr. Claudio Fiorino: fiorino.claudio@hsr.it 

mailto:fiorino.claudio@hsr.it

